1st Day: Arrival
Installation to accommodation. Depending on the time of arrival,
relaxation around the pool or a small visit in the city of Messolonghi
and dinner in a tavern.
2nd Day: Arakinthos (Retsina- Ancient Pleurona)
After breakfast, an easy and short route which leads to Ancient
Pleurona.
The trail starts from Saint Nicolas in Retsina and until the
stream is very visibly. Subsequently we walk about 300m inside
the stream and then we head right where we have visual contact with the city of Ancient
Pleurona. We walk alongside the enclosure of Ancient Pleurona, we can reach the highest
point of the wall and see all the Ancient Pleurona from a high view.
3rd Day: Arakinthos (Kato Abelia- Saint Nicolas Kremastos- Kefalovriso)
After breakfast, a magnificent route with great view of
Messolonghi-Aitoliko lagoon on the trails of an ancient path. The
small church of Saint Nicolas Kremastos lies within a cave and
is perched in a hillside of the mountain. In a five minute distance
there’s a 40m waterfall, with crystal waters.

4th Day: Arakinthos (Ellinika-Greveno- Saint Symeon)
After breakfast, crossing Arakinthos, distance 18km, duration 7 hours. We start from the
village Ellinika with direction the city of Messolonghi. In 500m we turn left, we cross
vertically the stream and we continue in the forest following the
marking until we meet the road. We move towards the road for
500m and we turn right in the plates and we follow the marking
route. We cross left on the enclosure of Saint Elias and we meet
the route that goes in the top of Greveno. We turn right and we
go on in a sharp uphill and we reach the refuge following the
marking. After that the route goes in the beautiful forest of oak
trees and in the ridge where we can enjoy the magnificent view of Patraikos gulf, the
Messolonghi-Aitoliko lagoon, the Ionian Sea islands and Trichonida Lake. The last part
of ridge it’s stony and needs caution because with rain becomes slippery. We continue on
the ridge with small vegetation and we turn right going down the trail which leads to
monastery of Saint Symeon. The last part according to historic is a part of the path that
the residents of Messolonghi follow after the Exodus.

5th Day: A day with free time and program for
relaxation in our facilities (ping pong, basket, Archery,
mountain bike) or you can take your bike an head to the
city of Messolonghi where you can take your walk and
your shopping.
6th day: Arakinthos (Hounista- Saint Paraskevi)
After breakfast we start from the small church of Saint
George of Hounista and we follow the trail behind the
fountains. We meet above a sheepfold. At this point there’s
a branch of trails. We follow the right one which leads to
Portes traversing on the west side of Arakinthos until we
reach the ridge. We turn right and follow the ridge until the
crossroad of Saint Paraskevi. We continue left in a
downhill until Saint Paraskevi. On the way back we follow the trail on the left side of
stream and we reach the place Portes. We follow the ridge towards the right until the
crossroad of Hounista and then we go down the trail to the point we begun. During the
route we can enjoy the magnificent view of the lagoon and the Ionian Sea and also the
beautiful forest of oak trees in Arakinthos.
7th Day: River Trekking in stream of Agrilia
One day River Trekking in the green stream of
Agrilia. Fairytale route along the brook and ends at
the abandoned settlement Chounista. Characteristic
of the route in this beautiful part of the wooded
gorge: the lovely waterfalls, natural pool where we
can swim and the awesomely rich vegetation. In the night a farewell BBQ party and
Greek music.
8th Day: Departure

Prices (Euro/person)

Accommodation in Bungalows
Ι) Transportations with your own
vehicle
ΙΙ)Transportation with our
vehicle. Includes all
transportations (Pickup from –
transportation to airport)
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Β
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Three
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347

298

268

383

314

284

559

510

480

665

596

566

Season Α: July & August
Season Β: September until June

In the price included (Ι) => Seven overnights in a family bungalow, in one of the units
below, breakfast with local organic products, bikes & cycling equipment, Hiking
equipment & a guide, River Trekking equipment & guides, a dinner, a B.B.Q, five pick
nicks with organic products, plus taxes.
In the price included (ΙΙ) => All the above, as well all the transportations (Pickup from
the airport, daily transportations according the program and transportation to the airport
for the departure)
Units of accommodation: 1) Socrates Organic Village-Wild Olive
2) Evinos Garden
3) Socrates Organic Village-Kryoneri

www.socratesorganicvillage.gr

Α
Four
beds
room

www.evinos-garden.gr www.organic-village.gr

Implementation period: All time of the year
Price: 268–665 € / person (according to all the above)
Minimum participation:
6 people (For fewer people participation please contact us,
for the prices)
Conditions of participation: Stamina in long distances,
You must have with you => hat, sunglasses, proper & waterproof shoes and camera
(optional)

